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Introduction
Thank you all for joining us on Friday for the
3rd meeting of the Global Network of
Lighthouse Farms! Follow along on this
infographic for a summary and click around for
links to videos and slides!

Tour of Northwest Popayán, Colombia
Fue increíble el tour de la finca faro
en Colombia! Would you like to watch
the tour again? Click the image!

We heard
'pitches' from 3
candidate lighthouse farms, we
plan to continue exploring
opportunities for engagement.
For more information on each
one, click the icons!

Search for 12th Lighthouse Farm

Soil Mission Board

MSc student Howard Koster presented The
European Commission's goal for Lighthouse farms
all over Europe and his MSc internship. Click the
photo for a link to his slides and brochure.

Networking breakout groups
Lighthouse farm educators

Lighthouse farmers
"We got to hear from each Lighthouse farmer on their vision
for expanding the network. What's a priority? Diversity, and
slow growth. We are all looking forward to meeting each
other in person ASAP!" - Rogier Schulte

Lighthouse farm students
"The student group was very keen on setting up a platform where
we can stay in contact with thesis & internship lighthouse farm
students.." Email iris.janssens@wur.nl to stay connected if you
are a Lighthouse student.

"We got to meet each other and start to explore future funding and
collaboration between researchers working on different lighthouse
farms." Email blair.vanpelt@wur.nl to stay informed if you are
a Lighthouse educator.

Introduction to GNLF
"We had a great time meeting each other, here are the
links to the introductory videos " - Lizzy Freed

UN Food System Summit
FSE MSc intern Marc Gijbers and WBCSD proposal for an
innovation session, click on the photo to review the
slides.
& click here to learn
more about CCAFS
campaign
we
are
partnering with!

8 Lessons learned
Watch again the MSc thesis
presentation video by Samuel
van Rozelaar

A big thank you to our co-hosts in Northwest Popayan, the Ecohabitats foundation and their partners at CIAT-CCAFS!
Muchas gracias a nuestros coanfitriónes: la Asociación de Juntas de
Acción Comunal del Noroccidente de Popayán la Fundacion
Ecohabitats y sus socios en CIAT-CCAFS

